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' 1. The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Let u(r) be subharmonic in R' and' &ssurne supa(*):

+ q . Then there' i,s gtolygonal gtath y to o so that

limu(rc) : oo.

The theorem is a general izationof Iversen's theorem. Itwas inspiredby
a recent manuscript. of B. n'uglede'where, among other results, the theorem
was proved for a continuous path. X'uglede used finely harmonic functions
and probability and the abovq result was obtained in an effort to find
a classical proof. See also the work of M. N. M. Talpur (W.K. Hayman:
Einige lerallgemeinerungen des fversenschen Satzes auf subharmonische
tr'unktionen, - Jber. Deutsch. Math.-Verein. 71, 1969, ll5 -I22).

. 2. We first assume 4(r) continuous. Let' O, be the open set where
u(r) > m . There are two cases.

a) O, has only one component for every n . Wethen choose r, with
u(rn) : n and connect r, to tn+r inside O"-, with a polygon. This
gives the desired path.

b) Some O, has two components (or more). Let A and B be two
components. By the maximum principle both are unbounded. We say that
A }nas the Phragmdn-Lindelöf property if every harmonic function in -d

which is bounded and < 0 on aA is 5 0. The following criterion is
easy to prove.

L e rnm a . A has the Phragmön-Li,nd,elöf prolterty iff the comptl,ement

of A-t = {nl *l*l-'eA\ i,s thi,n at r:0.
C o r o I I a r y. At least one of A anil, B has the Phragmen-Li'nil'elöf

progterty.
This follows e.g. from the Wiener criterion since

(R"\-4-r) U (8" \B-1) : -8" r, {0}
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To complete the proof choose A : an as above. Then a(r) has to be
unbounded n a . choose rr+t e An and. let Ao*rbe the corresponding
component of on*r. a*+t also has the Phragmdn-Lindelöf property and
we c&n ohbose xo+z € An*, etc. - The proof in this case is cämp1ete.

3. fn the general case we have to find a method of construclng y
inside the set where the potential representing u(r) converges uniforÅly.
we do this by approximating u(r) by smooth subharmonicfunctionswhich
are negative on the set where z(r) misbehaves. The construction is quite
explicit and depends on a, dyadic subdivision which we are next going to
describe.

we may assume t'hat u(r) ) 0 . Let K" be the symmetric cube of side
2t*r andcentre at r:0 andset -8,:Kr+r\K". Wuwrite (n2l)

(3.r)

(3.2)

u(r): H,(n)- I #, ne K,J-r,
KY+L

where H,(r) is harmonic in K,*r. Set

M" : Max H,(r) + p(K,+l)
Kt

C will denote constants only depending on the dimensio.n n .

_ 
we ye now going to describe a subdivision of -8" into a grid G of dyadic

aubes of sizes tending to zero at oo . The construction depends or, , gio"rt
sequence of numbers ö, \ 0 and the sides s(Q) of a cube e c K, will
be { d".

We may assume that d, : Z-N,, .l[" integers. n'or e c K, choose G
so that s(Q) : 2-r' . Assume that G is constructed in K" . We choose

K, c K:t, c Ktz, F ...e K!N"+I-N, ) g I{ *,
so that the cube K:n has side ,"+t (t + tlz a tla + ... + tl2r) . Tn
KG+t) \Kjd) we construct Q e G with sides 2-N,-i where we set
K!N,a;t't,+r) - Kt+r. This defines G completely. It is important that
s(0) changes slowly in the following sense. lf e eG , e C R,, then
8(Q,)<2s(Q)forallQ'eGwithdistance<2*,s(Q)from0

rn the formula (3.r) we now replace the meastre p by the following
continuous measure p' :

dp' : ffiu., x €e eG

More precisely, we define
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u'(r)': ii(t). f lffffit
_Rn

u'(r) is oontinuous and subhaxmonic if the integral converges in a suitable
sense. We have fot r e K, :

u'(r):H,(n\- f au'@)- f d(P-P')(Y)

'*'- *'!*, lr-ir4 * *,{*, 
-wi7"-

The last term can be estimated (in .I{, ) by

I r ilu - ilu'l -(B.s) I J ffi=l ="4*0+.
I nr\r,*t I

We can also"show that u(r) - u'(r) is small in general. Let n e K, and
let Q* be the union of all Q's in G with distance I M" ö, from r.
We find \

(3.4) lu(r) - u'(r)l

= {.Hryt *' o I, ^.;fu=dp(v) 
+ >o(Miöi')

Kr+t \9'

Jn. l*-ulh * *, J,*ri-rt= 
+ log,as

: to, lr-yl"-" ' -\-/

if we assume )M06,<a and observe tho definition of Mo and.
u(r) 20.

If now u(r") --+ oo it follows that if we choose öo small enough z'(r)
is a subharmonic continuous function so that u'(rl is unbounded. Hence

7 exists for u'(u) and if we could make the estimate (3.4) uniformly by
controling Jq. we would have solved our problem. This however is not
possiblo, so an additional construction is needed to make y avoid these
bad cubes.

4. We fix some grid G and consider thesetof cubes QeG rn R,"
Wo increase each such Q in the scale M, and d.enote the resulting cubes

Q*. They cover -8" Mitimes (ö,< M;''). Denote by /! the set of
such cubes such that
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and set

lI , p(8*) > s(8)"-' ,

E,: U Q*.
Q*eÅ*y

By Egorov's theorem

f dp(y) - r,_z*I 1--;7= s M;'"
l*-yl<Mr 6r

except for r e D" n å, such that p(fi") < M;" provided d, is small
enough. Clearly E, c Bi.

We can now finally fix our grid G so that all conditions above are
satisfied. We replace a'(r) considered above by

o " dp'(g)
u(r) : u'(*) -Zai-'l ;ry= : 7r: - p' .

L { r

.-l

Since p'(r) is the potential of a bounded measure (>llM, is supposed
finite) and. u'(r) is an unbounded subharmonic function, it follows easily
llnat U(rl is also unbounded. Hence there is a continuous path y so that
U(r) --> oo along 7. The important improvement is that tf p(Q*) > s(8)'-2
then y'O Q:'A. Thisis clear since u'(r) 3M" and.for reQ p'@)>
M,soU(rl<0.

5. It is clear fnat u'(r)-+ o along 7. However u(r) may not but
we do have the estimate (3.4).

Let Qy e G be the "first'" cube intersected by / and le!, x, be the
last point on 7 in @, . Then nz e Qz also. Let r, be the last point in
Q, etc. r, belongstothe fare n, of Qt and. F', of Qz. rae F, h Q,
and J'i in 0a etc. Observe that I! : XrfiXi+r: I, or Ii*1 and
that each face includes at least 100 .2-" o/o of tho other.

Wenow ioin Xi to Xi*n byaline-segment l, rn &.Sinco F(Q*r) 3
s(Qr)"-z it is a well-known property of Newtonian potentials that except
for a small fraction of endpoints in -Fi and -Ff*, (with respect to nor-
malized (rl)-dimensional measure)

!ffisG
along lr.

We now modify r, in the following way. Consider faces -Fi with even
index., i ,' By X'ubini, for every €, e Ii except a set of small relative
(n-f )-dimensional meastrre there is an Ir going forward to, every, å;a1
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except a small exceptional set and one li-, going backward to a correspond-

ing set of 6l-r's . We choose these frn's in this manner. Then clearly

they can be joined via frn*, to each other. This now gives the desired

polygon.
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